PORTABLE WASTE PUMP


11-0593 18555000A Waste Pump

MACERATOR PUMP

Empty your RV holding tank at home. The Flojet Macerator pump grinds waste into small particles as it pumps. This allows the use of a 1" hose for waste discharge outlet. Available with 1-1/2" combination barb-threaded inlet or a 3" slip fitting inlet. The outlet is a 1" barb fitting. Holding tank pumps out fast—only 3-4 minutes for a 30 gallon holding tank.

11-0591 18590-2092 1-1/2" Pump
11-0592 18550000A 3" Pump

Macerator Pumps

Draining your waste tanks just got easier...

- Connects directly to the RV waste outlet
- Eliminates 3" sewer water rinse capabilities
- Remote handheld on/off switch with 6' wire harness
- Ability to dump longer distances
- Ability to drain holding tanks at home
- Easy clean up and storage
- Rugged portable storage case

SEWERSOLUTION®

Water-powered jet pump liquefies and pumps sewage up to 60'. Self-cleans, no moving parts. No messy 3" sewer hose. Comes with pump and 10' hose.

11-0121 SS01 SewerSolution System
11-0122 SS02 10' Extension Hose
11-0013 SS15 15' Extension Hose
11-0014 SS25 25' Extension Hose

SHURFLO® MACERATOR PUMP

Designed specifically for sanitation waste evacuations. This high-powered pump incorporates a high quality motor with a new seamless shell and splash proof design. Featuring a premium impeller design, including O-ring sealed end bells and sealed manual turnkey. SHURFLO’S unique dual blade and housing construction ensures problem free pumping. Delivering 13 GPM (49 LPM). Thermally protected. Ignition protection. 12V. 1-1/2" barb inlet, 1" barb outlet.

93-8421 3200-001 Macerator Pump